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Abstract
Noncancerhealth risk assessment
involvesthe
evailliltionof multiple typesof toxic effects. For
regidalory recommendations.such as the ReferenceDose
(RiD). the U.S. EPA relies heavUy on expert judgment.
This toxicologic judgment mixes toxic impact with
likeUhood: what effects are adverse. which of these is
.critical, . and which dose is the highest reliable NOAEL
(No--Observed-Adverse-Effect
Level).
Uncertainty is
indicated by qualitative statements of confidence.
Statistical regressionusing ordered categoriesof overall
toxicity is proposedas a superior alternative: uncertainty
and variabiUty are representedby stalisticaI models. all
relevantdato are used,IIOtjust the NOAa for the critical
effect.and health risk can be estimatedat exposurelevels
above the RID.

1: Background
Most health risk asscssmentsby regulatory agencies
have one of two goals: to estimatea regulatory exposure
level where health risk is minimal or zero, or to estimate
the health risk at existing or proposed exposure levels.
For the first gool, die oral ReferenceDose (RfD) has been
die mainstay of ooncancer risk assessmentin the U.S.
EnvironmentalProtectionAgency (FPA) for severalyears.
The RfD is definedas [1]:
An estimate (wiu. uncertainty spaming peftlap$ an
order of magnitude)of a daily exposureto the human
pop~tion (Iooooing sensitive subgroups) that is
likely to be without appreciable risk of deleterious
effed during a Ufetlme.
The RfD has an inhalation counterpart. the Reference
Concentrationor RfC. The RfDs and RfCs are published
in an electronic data base called IRIS [2]. For claritY
without loss of generality. this paper will only discussthe
RfD. The ReferenceDose has official statusin EPA as a
scientifically oorived exposure level that feeds into the
stmldard-semngprocessthai regulatesoral ex(X)S~. Th~
RfD has been applied most often to risk assessments
for
chronic or lifetime exposures.

For die secondgQ81, no proceduresfor noncalx:errisk
have been universally adopted by the U.S. FJ>A.
Statistically 00sedapproacheshave beengenerallylimited
to characteri7alions of the experimental data set;
extrapolation to probabilistic human risk estimates,as is
perform~ for cancerrisk:,~ not beenadvocatOO
be(:ause
of high uncertainty and lack of empirical verification.
When human exposure-response
data are available,three
proced~ have~
usedor ~mended
for obtaininga
human risk ~mate: expert ~l
judgment of risk.
Bayesianmodeling of the critical effect, and regressionof
adversity categoriesfor all effects combined. RecentJy,
the EPA's Risk Assessment Council issued a
memOlarKlum ~uiring
adeAluate discussion d
uncertaintiesin all risk characterizatiODS. No saarxlard
guidance yet exists for oonducting and reporting
quantitativeuncertaintiesin noncancerrisk.assessment.
This .-.per presents some ideas on unceI'tainty that
apply to noocancerrisk assessments
basedon categorical
regression d toxic Miversity on exposure. The basic
regressionapproachis oontrastedwith the ReferenceDose
approachesthat tL1Ca NOAEL or tL1Ca benchmarkdose.
SUggestioMfor graphical presentationof results are also
given.

1.1: ReferenceDose
The detennination by FJ>A of die RID for a given
chemical involves several jwgmental ~
(1) evaluate
all pertinent researd1 articles on its toxic effectS to
detennine the critical effect, i.e., the toxic effect or its
known precursor occurring at the lowest exposure level.
(2) choose the most scientifically sound study with the
~
appropriate NOAEL (N()o()bserv~Adverse-mect
Level) of the critical effecL (3) da:ide tIw: magnitud6 of
one or more unceI1ainty factors, then divide the sele<=!
NOAEL by those factors to arrive at the RfD [1). The
five uncertainty factors in current use primarily address
data gaps. Three of these scale die dose, defined here as
1Iu;\;U"vc(~iu" uf UI~t;dose to a toxicologically ~uival~ltt
dose by multiplying the first dose by a ~nstant The
scaling factors then convert the entire IJrobabilistic dose-

responsecurve,usuallyby a shift to the left on the dose
~~ (~rcdtx,aon).
Tht..w.fKtors ~t
for ~
extrapolations: from animal to human data, from
subchronicto chronic exposures,and from an incomplete
bioossay(e.g., 00 l'eprOOuctive
stlMiies)to one addressing
all major effects. The other two factors move the <k>Se
oown the <be-responsecurve to reacha lower risk level.
These factors shift the ~
from the LOAEL (LowestObgefVed-Adv~-Effect Level) to the NOAEL, arK!n¥>ve
into the tail of the averageresponsedistribution to account
for scositivc populationsubgroups. Additional fllCtornore
WUi~~
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wcakne.~ (see [3] for a more completediscussion).Th~
quality of the RfD is indicatedby mdngs of confidencein
three areas: general data base completeness and reliability,

4U6lity of the main study &Ii eke ~ritiw effcet (tho CftC
containing the NOAa), and overall quality of the
resulting RfD itself. Originally Ihesestatementscovered
8ICO9not woll oddICSscdby dlo unoortninty facton;.
('tI~tly.
th,.,IIlV'f"Itaintyfartn" am hlmCiC'or
in ~.
aoo
tho confidence statcmcnlSarc usually closely tied to dlo
values seJ&100for the ~ainty
focJm. ie.. t~y am
somewhatledwldant.
Tho:om ~o:dur.: haJ J.:v.eral30M ~~eri'liCJ.
A,
practi~ by RPA, the Rm is a Iinanimousgroupjudgment
of all available toxicologic data on a given chemical. This
judgmvnl allows tI~ ~il.1L:rcSlioo oot 01\1)'of multiple
toxic effects in the sameanimal when deciding adversity.
but also the relative trarJeuffsbetw~n ~y 'Iu.lily ..1:1the
biOIOglcaJSlgnlflcaJK;eot me ooservea enectS. 1he
definition of the RfD implies that an exposureat that level
oorrespondsto Qlow, or Z«O, risk of adverseeffects. It is
not assumedto be a thresholdlevel, but the bener quality
RiDs are believed to be near the upper end of the
subthreshold exposure levels. As is shown later, this
interpretation is easily converted into a probabilistic,
mathematicaldefinition.

1.2.:Benchmark Dose

be low, e.g., 1-10%,and is often interpretedas d1elowest
iftcidence that ~ he sbltistioolJysigftifienn.tin. ~mmon
toxicology studies. For stOOieswith dose groups of
roughly 20 or fewer animals,the 1% responselevel may
be consideredconsistentwith the NOAEL, and the 10%
responselevel with the LOAFL [4:1. The WM;ertainty
factors that are divided into die bclK:hmark.<k>Se
may be
different from thoseusedin ~ NOAEL-1.ged ~ure
but shouldaddressmanyof the sameextlap>latJonissues.
Too benchmark procedure has positive attributes,
prim:lrily in del:cribing the £electedexperimental d3ta.
The;l-Onfid6nu ~ftd is upt..eially ~ful ill Ml~ft8 ftot
Qnly d1eIQw rt~t region, but also statistical variation in
dJedata. If the p~ure
includesscreeningof data sets
~!,I.iai8U.l
Ii.. il'
1 Ii.. 8ko. 8ko.odlll qunlit!;1
io woo JOftootod.If tho oomobonohrmlrkrink (o.g., 1~) in
employedacrosschemicals,then d1isdoseprecursorto the
RfD is much more consistentthan is the NOAEL and has
a more precl£8i nterprebtion.

2: Uncertainty in existing procedures
Sevelal ShkIies have looked at noncancer risk
nB!J008MontnNtlhn nm from n Q1UJf1UtnUVD
f18mpUivl.

Nearly all focus on only Q~ or tWQstepsin the RID
procedure and as Socb. dIey enhance (JUt wlderstanding of
some key sources of uncertainty. For example. SOIl1C
studies have focusOOon one or more <X the uncertainty
factors. considering distributional
or prol-.hilisuc
replacemenIS [8-13], Imd pru~ng
~
~WD tUI
cross-specics scaling of delivered dose and for species
differencei in metabolism and phannw;odynamitS [14].
~

~
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RID process. dley do not address the overall uncel1ainty of
the RID. These difficulties are now discussed in terms of
dle potential for assessing uncertainty in the RID and its
interpretation. The NOAEL and BMO approaches as well
as dle categorical regression procedure disc~
below all
~uin;
U:ICuf w~l.aillty
fa-:tors. The (()Inparison of

thesed1reeapplOOdles
canthenbe perfonnedseJmrately;
R~ull,. U'~I~ 1- t---u ~1"~
lJ.,replaGmsdie
NOAfL.~
RfD with one ~
on <k>Se-response
modeling. This conceptis not new to the Agency. being
first mentioned in an EPA workshop in 1982 [4]. This
method involves fitting a mathematicalmodel to quantal
finyrinrjrll".nN'. clitia nn It -'inel...I".ff~t. Mtimatina a ~
w~puwi"g
t(, a ~
~I~lknwk risk, and dividing that
benchmark: dose ~mate (BMD) by one or more
uncertainty factors to obtain an RfD [5-8]. The central
00'Ie ~ma1c 8., well 8., a lower confidence bowld have
been suggestedfor the benchmarkdose. The data to be
"It.lorlnl

itlfi rllll"

it ~1.~1t; ,.j..I)'
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critical toxic effect. The benchmarkrisk level is chosento

furtMr UIIUl~ of tho w\oorlointy faotoro will not be
included in this ~per.

2.1: Uncertainty in the NOAEL
VwiabilitY in ~
NOAEL bas usually ~n
investigatedby modcUngd1e likelihood that one of !be
experimental00seswould be selectedas -the NOAEL- for
RfD calculation. Brown and Erdreich [15] usedIi modified
weightedaveragemed1odthat allowai the optimal pseoooNOAEL to be lntennediatebetweenexperimentalkvm.
One of Ihc MQf\l wmp)owoWtilltiooi
onniV&e& of tbc
NOAEL selectionis Leisenring and Ryan [16]. In one of

their many investigations of NOAEL selection and
inrerpretadon,they evaluatedthe excessrisk at die NOAEL
for an artificial data set of four dose groups. The risks
were basedon a Weibull dose-responsemodelwidt four
parameter sets, selected to illustrate extremes in nK>del
sbape. Particularly satisfying is tlmt their conclusionsare
generally consistent with previous "common senseopinions. For example, the smaller the dose group, die
higher will be the selectedNOAEL and higher will be the
undeteckd risk at the NOAEL.
Specifically, they
concluded that the selectedNOAEL could, for plausible
group sizes of 10-20 animals, representan excessrisk as
high as 30%. They also show sensitivity to the
backgrowKlresponserateand to the shapeof the true d~response curve.
Perhaps more important is their
demonstration of die (X)IIsiderable rmge of likely
underlying risks at the NOAEL. a convincing illustration
of the potential for exlreme inconsistencyin interpretation
of the NOAEL and its resultingRiD.

1.2: Uncertainty in the benchmark dose
Quantitativestudieson the benchmarkprocedureusually
examine the variation in d\e benchmarkdose for a given
data set. Crump [51 (seealso Kimmel [7] and references)
shows the influence of 00se group size and the choice of
benchmark.risk on the resulting benchmark dose. and
demonstratesthe generallack of sensitivity to the choiceof
mathematical model as long as model fit is adequate.
Gaylor [17] focuses instead on the interpretation of the
procedwe.at leastasfar as dividing d\e benchmark:dooeby
a factor. Gaylor's procedurediffers slighdy from d\e BMD
method described above. Let the FDolsS.O (in some
arbitrary ~
units) be the BMD. with an upper bound
estimatedrisk of 4%. Let d\e ~
-allowable- risk: be
10-4. Gaylor proposesdividing the BMD by the ratio of
the upper risk estimate to the desired risk. e.g..
0.04/0.0001:::400.As long as lhe true d~-response curve
is linear or convex (concaveupwards).then the resulting
dose. 5/400=0.0125.is associatedwith a risk no greater
than 10-4. Becausethis proceduregives an upper bouooon
true risk for the selecteddata set, and does not extrclpolate
~
speciesor duration.investigationsof uncertaintyare
easier. Suchanalyseshaveyet to be performed.

2.3: Inference about uncertainty in the Rffi
None of the studiesseemsto haveconsidereddte overali
uncertaintyin the entire process,i.e., the uncertaintyin the
RfD and its. interpretation. The variation and uncertainty
in the numericalvalue of the NOAEL may not be the most
significant or relevant aspectof the RiD procedure[18].
The decisionof what effect is adve~ is a processbasedon

sk.illedjudgment Any improvement or replacementof
d1e NOAEL-OOsedmethod will include at least that
judgmental step. if not odters. The uncertainty analysis
of the improved proceduremust also reflect thatjudgment.
The NOAEL evaluation by Leisenring and Ryan [16]
does cast the uncertainty analysis in tenus of judgment.
i.e.. the identification of one of the experimentaldosesas
~ prefelTed NOAEL. Their results, oowever. 00 not
provide much insight into dte uncertainty of the RfD.
First. their analysis of the NOAFl... seeks the highest
response rate that is not statistically significant In
oontrast.the RfD processseeksthe highest NOAFl...such
dJat the risk of adverseeffects is minimal (see the RfD
definition given earlier). The EPA selection of NOAEL
is then strongly influenced by d1eWAELs. and less so
by the properties of the NOAEl8. For example. if two
acceptable data sets e.::h have a NOAEL aIKi LOAEL. and

set 12 has a lower LOAEL, as'shown in the following
schematic. then its NOAEL (12) will often be selected
even if NOAFL II is higher.
Set#1 0
x
0 00Aa
sec 12 o-x
x lOAa
I

I

I

I

I

dosescale

Second.dteir researchdoesnot considerthejudgment of
whether an effect is -adverse.-i.e.. the likelihood dW the
~rved
effects wilt be counted at aJl. so the NOAEL
uncertainty'soontribution to the RfD's uncertaintycannot
be assessed.Further. the likely conservatismin dte joint
useof seveml uncertaintyfactm is not addressed.so any
evaluation of dtc resulting human risk is incomplete.
Consequently.d1eir conclusions regarding likely human
risk, e.g.. that the NOAEL could -identify a dose level
associatedwith unacceptablyhigh risk" (see[16] p. 170),
are not valid.
Similarly. the benchmark dose (BMD) method
described above is also incomplete since it. too, fails to
consider the joogment of adversity or the selection of
uncertaintyf~tors. This procedurehas CXherflaws dJat
render it difficult to use in uncertainty analysis. It is
inconsistentwith the current NOAEL-~
procedureand
its resulting RfD is difficult to interpret
The
inoonsistencyarisesbecauseall effectsare oot included in
d1emodel. The RfD definition gives the goaJof a dose
level where the likelihood of any toxic effect is small: As
mentioned above. the NOAEL selection process ,Iso
seeksto ensure dJat the more serlou.'Ieffects bave even
smaller risks. In fact. if the only adverse effects in a
study are severe(the dose level has beentermed a Frank
F.ifect Level). then that study is noc recommendedfor
NOAEL selection. In contrast. the be~hmark method
only guaranteessmall risk for the selected_effect Note
that there are certain circumstanceswhere only one effect

group ~
be considered.e.g., when public ooncem is
high and where animal-to-human~
is koown or
believed. Sucha caseis developmentaltoxicity, whereany
such effect is serious; EPA has proposed guidelines for
using the BMD medlod in developmentalrisk assessment
[19].
For generalnoncancertoxicity, focussingon one effect
may ignore important information (4]. To demonstrated1C
unsatisfactorynature of this result, consider die artificial
data set given in Table 1 with model resultsin Table 2. If
the 10% benchmark:risk were used,dlen effect 3 would be
chosensince it has the lowest EDIG- Using EPA's cancer
risk proceduresas a guide, serious tOxic effects (frank
effectsand mol1ality) should be restriclCdto extremelylow
risk, perhapsin the range 10-3 down to 10-6. If effect 1
wereserious,however,the BMO would correspondto a 2%
risk of thai.seriouseffect. In order to ensuredial the risk
of seriouseffects is small at die BMD. all seriouseffects
would also have to be modded. lUluiring someaccounting
for their stadsticaland physiological oondations, as well
asfor the combinedimpact of multiple effects on the same
individual.
This combination of quantitative and
judgmental infonnation is difficult to work into d1e
benclunarkprocedure.

Table 1. Artificial Data for Three Effects
Qga
0
1
2
3
4

Effect1
0
0
1
4
5

Effect2
0
1
2
2
4

~Uect3
2
1
4
8
10

Table 2. eatlmated Risks and Benchmark
Levels for Three Effects.
~RI*
Dga
Effed 1 Effed 2
Effect 3
2.58 .10
.11
.28
2.31
.07
.10
.24
1_.15 _02
_08
_10
. The 00se k1ead1 row Is the BMD (100/0responee)
for effects 1, 2, 3. respectively.

The upper bound approachof Gaylor [17] is by itself
not useful for uncertainly analysis of dle RiD. First. it
only addresses
one effect and dlus hassimilar difficulties to
the benchmark:dosemethod. Second.il only addressesthe
experimentaldata sd. Una:r1ainty factors to accountfor
speciesdifferencesand other extrapolationswould also be
needed. injecting odier sources of uncertainty into the
human risk assessment. Kimmel [7] expands Gaylor's

procedure to include the uncertainty factors: the 'ower
oouOO00 the EDIO(~otaJ LFDIO) is usedas the BMD
and is divided by uncertainty f~
in the same way
Gaylor divides his dose by a risk reduction f~tor. But
Kimmet then interprets this procedure as a way of
oounding the human risk (p. 194): -",the tnaerisk at the
LEDlo/UF is equal to or less tIIan 10%/UF. and may be
below the U1resbolddose.The lIlK:ertainty factors
~t
for diffeJenceSin speciespharmaookineticsand
phannaaxiynamics. along with otOOrextrapolationsthat
oompensatefor data w~~
In fact, if selectedweU,
the wscale" Wlcertainty factors woold convert dose
perfectly. For example.if a NOAEL were used and the
-sensitivesubgroup.factor were 10. dlen:
(animal LED10)AJFs = (00man LED1o)J10

The estimatedhumanrisk may then have an upper 1x>und
as high as 1%,

3: Regression of Toxic Adversity
The two main obstacles to using the previous
approaches for uncertainty analysis are their inability to
use all data. and their exclusion of uncertainty in
joogrnent of d)C extent of toxicity or adversity (sometimes
also called toxic "severity.). One approoch that incIlxies
the toxicologist's judgment into the dose..res(X>nsem<xiel
is generalized linear regression on toxicity categories [2023]. This statistical procedure requires the toxicologist to
assign the observed effects to one of a fixed number of
categories a(:OOrding to overall toxic impact on the
ex~
individual. The basic app.wch is motivated by a
probabilistic interpretation of the RfD definition: high
oonfidence that for doses below the RfD. there is little
risk of adverse effects. The translation in terms of
confidence limits is: find the dose d such that
p( risk<O.01 I do8e<AfD ) ~ 0.95
The values 0.01 and 0.95 are only used for illustration.
The regression model for adversity on dose is:
~~~1~1»=ai.P1.
mg(dose)
(1)
where 'Ii is tOO cumulative frequency or probability of
adversity category i or less. at is a model location
~r
specific to category i. and PI is a common
slope parameter applicable to all categories. If duration
were also a oovariate. there would be a frz ~eter.
If the first .adverse effect. category is 2. then Equation
(1) can be expressed in tenns of the c~
of adverse or
worse effects (toxicity score S is category 2 or higher):
p(S>1}=1
t2)
1+eXlia1 +P1.IOQ(dose)]
Note that if the desired categories were 3 and higher. then
a 1 would change to a2. This equation now gives the risk
of adverse effects in tenDSof a toxicologist's judgment If
data are available on individual expo~ animals. dlen p

represenlSactual risk. If dataare only availableat the dose
group level, e.g., Ute dose is consideredto causeadverse
effects in the group and is reported as such, Ihen p
represenlSthe probability that a toxicologist would assjgn
the dosegroup to category2 or bigher.

3.1: Proceduredescription
Becausemost toxicity studiesinclude only a few dose
levels, the problems of data sparsenessdictate dJat the
number of adversity categoriesshould be small. FPA bas
previously ~
four catelories to cbaracterim ~
by
dleir OOservedtoxic effecu [6]: DO effects (NOFL). DO
(Wjverse
effectS(NOAFL). IKIverseeffects (AFL) and flank
or IcdJaIeff~ (FFL). We have ~
~
general
categories:
Corr~
Toxic Adverstty;
Dose-level Aa'onvrn
~
0 None
NOEL
1 M ioor, non--adverse NOAEL
2 Moderate
AEL
3 Severe,lethal
FEL

exceptin casesof minimal data. when the lower two
(NOEL. NOAEL) were merged[24].
The ~ on oolK:aDcer
toxicity is typically characterized
by several types and extent of toxicity, and in different
physiological orsans or systems. An example of someof
the data for the chemical, hexacblorobenzeoo,
along with
the adversitycategorycodes,is given in Tabie 3.

Table 3. Oral Data tor Hexachlorobenzene
QQBQm8l

Effects

0.016 liver
0.08 liver

no effects

0.4

2.0

Adverlttx

giyoogen depletion

ilmales
liver.heart Increaseliver pathok>gy.
liver,
kidneY.
other sites

1
2

lnaease heart weight
3
Increasemortality in pups. Irx:r.
liver and kidney pathology.incr.
adrenalpheochromoCytomas

in females

4

The advantageof categorical regrasion is dIat d1ese
numerical ~
(1-4) are not directly used in dte
calculations; dtey only indicate the ordering of the
categories,so codes 1.3,10,17would work equally well.
Uncertainty in the categoriesis given by the probability
u.t U1etoxi~ogist would assigna different category,and
is Ulen directly interpretedin tenDSof judgment For a
given dose, the model says d1at the chance of being

assigned to one of tOO categories follows a 4-way
multinomial distribution with a s~ess parameterthat
depeOOs
on ~
For lower doses.the chancesare best
that the dose will be classified in category 1 (a NOEL);
for the hisbestdoses.the 8rea~t chanceis for category4.
Theseprobability functions havethe seneralshapesgiven
in Asurc 1. Note that the density fwlCtions neednot be
symmetric.e.g., curves 1 and 4 arc nocnecessarilymirror
imagesof eachother.

~

0

Figure 1. Probability density functions for
the four severity categories.
The fitting pl{x;e(iure we have used is Proc Logistic,
which is implementedon the Macinto:.;hoomputervia the
JMP package [25]. This procedure uses maximum
Ukelib<xxiand can producegoodness-of-fitstatisticsalong
with oonfidencelimits [26]. For data at the dose group
level, we have explored several ways to \Be the dose
group size as a weighting factor in the regression. The
easiestway is to ignore group size and treat the groups
equally as data elernenfB.One simple way to incorporate
group size is to substitutegroup size for frequency. This
method impli~ that all animals in the group respond
identically. The resulting ronfidenoe bands rmrrow
oonsiderably com~
with d1e unweighted method
becauseof the much larger samplesize. A better way is
to view group size, nj, as a quality indicator, and assignit
to one of a small number of weighting factors, as
follows:
GroUQsize W~lng
factor
1-10
1 or .15
11-25
2 or .35
26->
3 or .50
This simple schemepreventsone study from dominating
the results. Another schemeinvolves the total numberof
animalsas well asthe numberof dose groups:
W:.-.!!L.
N

Ir1j
1=1

N

(3)

The regression results can be converted into an RiD in
a similar fashion as was the BMD. A dme for chronic
exiX>8ureduration is identified that ~ponds
to a low
risk of adverse effeas. and. if applicable, to an even lower
risk of severe eff~.
The use of a lower oonfidence bound
on dte dose allows the interpretation of Rhigh oonfiderx:eR
as is in the RiD definition. This dose is then divided by
uncertainty faaors to obtain the RID. The magnitu(b for
the standard uncertainty ~
have n«x yet been
detennined' but some should be smaller Ulan those used
either for the NOAEL or BMD ap~es.
For example,
beca~ multiple StUdiesare combined, refie(:tiDg muldple
species, dle species sensidvity factor might be IKIjusted
oown if there is fair interspecies compatibility, or upward
if there is substantial variability ~
species. The
duration factor n~ not be used at all unless there are data
gaps in d1e chronic region. No factor would be used for
the LOAEI.,..to-NOAEL scaling si~
dle estimated ~e
ab'e8dy C(X'I'eSpOI1ds
to a NOAFL-like entity. that widllow
risk of adverse effects. Similarly, the wsensitive SUbgroUpR
f.:tor may oot be nmJed ~J--~
its role is to reduce the
risk to average humans to protect sensitive groups. a
process already included if the target risk is set sufficiently
low, e.g., 0.01.

3.1: Examples
A simple example uses die data (or manganese (figure
2). These data relXesent human toxicity from a variety cH
ex~ure levels and durations. The ex~ure oonditioos are
the ax~.
The toxicity categories are represented by
symtX>ls: square=NOAFL, diamoOO=AFL. x=I'FJ... The
incidence data include multiple toxicity caregori~ for each
exJX>Sure
pair, 90 the durations have been jiggled (-+- 200)
to distinguish the overlapping JK>ints. The larger symbols
denote incidenceS>O.4. Trends are difficult to detect in
plots with multiple Jevels. but the general sense of
increasing toxicity (lower dose) with increasing duration is
indicated, both by AFLs at lower ~
and i~ng
incidence cH ~
The extent of overlap fX different
symtX>ls indicates the variability in observed toxicity at a
given exposure.
We have investigated several chemical data sets using
this approach. The regression usually includes loglO<~)
and duration as covarlates. One display is to present the
data as in figure 1, along with two lines representing the
dose"duration combinaUOIlS that are ~sociated with two
benchmark risks: a 10% or 1% probability of o~rving
IKiverse or severe toxic tlfects (~
[22] and [24] for
examples). This type of graph is useful not only to see
where lhe "benchmark. regionR is on the d~.dW'a1ion
plane, but also to identify data gaps where the model
results are less secure. The use of symbols for adversity

categoriesallows the risk lines to be overlaid onto threedimensionaldata,but given as a two-dimensionalgraph.
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Figure 2. Human toxicity data for
manganese.
The risk results can also be displayed as risk vs. dose,
eidlCr for different dW'ations (ooe curve for ea:h dUlatioo),
or for a fixed dW'8tion along with confidence t.U1ds. One
of die more useful displays is to overlay the risk of the
m<XIerate effects with the risk of severe effects. This
display allows the risk manager to balance the two risks
in [be regulatory StralCgy, an option not available wi[b

theNOAELor benchmark
approaches.

3.3: Inferenceaboutuncel1aintyin the RfD
The categorical regression procedure is highly
oonsistentwith tile RfD definition and procedure. It can
be applied to data at die dose group level (e.g..
he~hlorobenzeoe) as well as data on individual animals
(e.g., manganese). The exposure level in the
experimentaldata set associatedwith an ~ptably small
risk. can be bracketedby confidc~ bounds. The visual
display can also alert the risk. assessorto data gaps.
especiallyif dwation isa covariate.or to doserangeswith
high overlap of adversity categories. ilKlicating high
uncertainty in the reported studies. These uncertainties
direcdy transferto the RfD. If Utere!ression is appli~ at
~ dosegroup level. then the Wlcettaintyin the estimfted
low-risk dose incoqx>raIes the uncertainties in d1e
toxioologists' jwgments of NOAEL AEl.8 and ~.
That type of uncertainty cannot be repcesentedby the
NOAa or BMD methods. If the data are at the level of
individual animals.then within-group variability can also
be identified. The resultingRiD can ttlen be interpretedin
the context of actual experimentalri~k. as_canthe BMD.

The difference is that the risk here is of any toxic effect.
not just the critical effect. aOOrisks of both m<xierateand
severeeff~ can becalculated.

4: Discussion and Conclusions
The benchmarkdosemethodand the adversityregression
method must be treated carefully when assessing
uncertainty. As is we" describedby Lu and Sielken [27],
any modeling approachmust be interpretedwith caution.
In their section, -Potential pitfalls in quantitative doseresponsemodding," they note severalconcerns,many of
which apply to the context of uncertainty anaJysis. Two
of the more important concernsfor risk estimationare:
1) goodness-of-fit is misleading. It does not confinn
~wacy in extrapolation and may Il(')( have sut1'icient
iX>wer to differentiate models or reject models. For
decision making, severalnumerical criteria can be usedin
addition to statistical goodness-of-fit measures. Among
these are the relative width of d\e confidence interval,
statistical significance of model parameters,(X)Ocordaoce
m~s"~ (for ()n1inaJreg~~ioo), and pcrform~ far the
low risk or 1hraho1ddoseleglUD.
2) confidence txmds and model results can hide key
assumptionsand decisions. Particularly in the combining
of data across species, care must be taken to ensure
compatibility. For the BenchmarkDose method,one key
decision is the cooice of effect to model. As mentioned
above, this issue is not critical for developmentaleffects.
For generaltoxicity, the relation betweenthe critical effect
and other important effects must be evaluated. For
categoricalregressionof 00se group data, one decision is
the weighting function. For both methods,the choice of
confidencelevel is important
The use of regressionon ordered categoriesof toxic
adversityis a Usefulapproachfor incorporatingall relevant
studiesand toxicological judgment into the calculationand
uocert1\intyanalyi, nf thr Rr.frrnnre nnYo ~ r.I/Iriry nf
interpretation that is also consistent with the RfD
definition allows for a shift in focus to the uncel1ainty
factors. Oncethesefactorscan be modelooor describedin a
distributional context, they can be combined with the
categoricalregressionto fully characterizethe uncertainty
in the RfD. Work has begun in that direction [28]. A
more ambitious gool would be to replaceeachfactor with a
model-OOsedscaling factor (or function) so the animal
adv~ity and incidencecan be directly tmnsIatedinto terms
of human risk.. Until that happens,the ReferenceDose
concept will continue as the best approachto regulating
chemicals00sedon the exposure-toxicityrelationship.
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